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Why Sanctification? 

Mankind’s Natural Internal Focus 

Before we can say what sanctification is or how to properly participate in it, I want to                 
explain to the hearer why we discuss it. Even this is a misnomer. The hearer will clearly learn the                   
why within the context of the lessons. Let me be even more narrow in my introduction. I                 
answer here why I am so passionately convinced that this is necessary. 

 
The system of this world is exceedingly self consumed. Our default is self-centeredness.             

Of course we attempt to pretend that we are born without self centeredness, and that “hate is                 
taught”. But this seems to me to be faulty logic in that from the womb a child is only concerned                    
with his own milk, her own toy, self preservation, rights and whether or not it’s their turn on the                   
(insert object of external stimulus here). Sure, additional selfishness occurs later in life, whether              
it be tribalism, racism, sexism. However, as a child, a white boy may not hate a black boy for                   
being of different skin coloration, but he will most certainly punch his face if he takes one more                  
candy than the white boy does as a parent or guardian is distributing the booty. 

 
Now I must pause to say that I do not use the term self-centeredness necessarily as a                 

pejorative term. I mean to say that our natural state is one that protects our own selves. A better                   
nomenclature would be internal focus. This is certainly important. The sin is always the              
defrauding of something. It is the defrauding of a principal, activity, person, self or God. To be                 
focused on one’s own self is not, of it’s own effort, defrauding of some natural or spiritual law.                  
We begin to fail when we raise ourselves up to a status not intended of the human. We error                   
when we move from saying, I must provide for myself, to, My profit is more important than your                  



 

dignity. We error when we move from saying, My belly needs bread, to saying, Your belly is                 
none of my concern.  

 
Scripture already provides word for this movement. Men desire women, but they can             

also lust. One can rest without guilt of sloth. Another can profit without greed. And even                
another can want without envy. Even I might eat without gluttony. All of these are condemning,                
not in the inward action, but in the defrauding. We deny other necessities in the search for the                  
primary necessity that we never leave. It is good to desire a woman, but she is to be desired and                    
cared for; not consumed for personal pleasure. It is God’s creation and all things we desire are                 
good until we begin to hate another man for what is his. 

 
And so enters the church. What is her response? It is to be outwardly focused. It is to be                   

on mission. It is to take the gospel into all the world, to draw out good works, to serve one                    
another. It is to say of one’s own self, I have denied my flesh. I have become a well of living                     
water springing out for others. I have borne another man’s burdens. 

Christ and Paul on Internal Focus 

Our Great Teacher has told us that the greatest love is one that is poured out for another.                  
Paul tells to do to each other as Christ did to us. But in this have we missed some other subtle                     
teachings by our Lord and his greatest apostle?  I believe we have. 

 
Jesus said… 
 
This is the great and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love your                 

neighbor as yourself. -Matthew 22:38-39 
 
Jesus does not however, tell us as an aside, “and by the way, your love of self is very                   

disconcerting to me. Stop that.” The love of one’s own self is a given here. It is acknowledged                  
and affirmed. Love, of course, is not an emotion but the desire and commitment to the well                 
being of a person, even if that person is your own self. To love is to act in goodwill that one’s end                      
be good. He’s simply telling us that the secondary commandment of the Christian philosophy is,               
“love of one’s own self is not complete”. Love of God and acts of love outward to our neighbor                   
are of equal importance as our own self-preservation. 

 
What then of his words, “Deny yourself and follow me”? How do the two resolve? I’m                

afraid we do not resolve them in the church. I’m afraid rather that we’ve taken to completely                 
denying ourselves, even of necessary food.  But first we have an example from Paul. 

 
For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, just as               

Christ does the church, -Ephesians 5:29 
 



 

Here is Paul in agreement with Christ, acknowledging and affirming inward focus. So we              
return to the aforementioned church. How has she failed to resolve the conflict? I do not call it                  
an obvious conflict because I do not believe it naturally falls on the mind making it apparent or                  
necessary. More likely, we have misread the former self-denial passages and left the latter to               
simple subtle omission. 

 
We find the church with two primary dogmas. One of collectiveness and one of mission. 

Collectiveness 

Church 101 defines the church as “a called out body; an assembly”. We are the body of                 
Christ with him as our head. We are told to not forsake assembling ourselves together. And so                 
our call to worship is to come together. Our singing is collective. Our readings are responsive.                
We can’t function properly unless we work together. How can we do vacation bible school unless                
we all sign up to fill the positions? How can we feed the poor effectively (or even in such a way                     
that appeals to our need for large movements) if we don’t all come together to do the labor? We                   
rehearse our successes when we had “37 members out doing” some sort of labor. 
 

Sermons often deliver the church’s theme for the year; the church’s theme. The...church.             
The body. The collective whole. It’s what the “we” are doing. The pastor wants to describe “what                 
kind of church we want to be.” Our minds tend to move toward this collectiveness. When is the                  
next service? Are we having communion today? Did I sign up for the small group study? Am I                  
going to the small group study? 
 

And so we are concerned with “we” and with “us”. This is not to be condemned because                 
it is true and accurate to the scriptures. But if it is a response to the world system or natural                    
system of being inwardly focused, it may leave out that necessary affirmation that both Christ               
and Paul have taught us. 

Mission 

Not only is she concerned with collectiveness, but the church is also mission oriented.              
She was given a great commission, in fact, that she go into all the world with the declaration of                   
the overthrow of the world system by one Jesus Christ, who is now declared to be rightful King                  
over all creation.  This is a weighty task, and takes much planning and labor. 
 

So then the church must fulfill that mission. But not only that mission. She has a                
secondary mission to be the Good Samaritan. Who is your neighbor? Whoever you see next to                
you. That is who you must serve. Add to that the need to give a glass of water to even the least                      
of all your neighbors so that it can be said of you that you did it even to Christ. The mission is                      
mounting and it will take a collective body to accomplish such a mountain of labor. 
 



 

Over the course of the 52-week schedule the sermons can easily be titled, “Where are you                
serving?”, “Are you giving out the gospel enough?”, “Who have you loved this week?”, easily               
titled because many will fall into one of those three categories. We need to fulfill the mission. 

The Subtly of the Enemy in Our Collective Mission 

Having read The Screwtape Letters, I recall a passage when senior Demon, Screwtape,             
advizes his demon-in-training nephew on subtly toward a Christian dedicated to both the             
mission and the collective body. He reminds the junior tempter to slowly make the disciple so                
concerned with the exterior works that he forgets the inwards works and becomes empty. Slowly               
and subtly he drains the inward man because he has him focused externally. He thinks it easier                 
to destroy him from within than to tempt him from without. Let him serve, but to do not let him                    
pray for humility, so that in his service he slowly gets prideful. Let him feed the poor, but do not                    
let him read that Christ looked down at our lowly estate, so that slowly he becomes judgmental                 
and bitter. 
 

It is not what goes into a man that defiles him, but what comes out of him. It is the heart                     
that is deceitful. The outward man is often clean while the inside is like a tomb full of dead                   
bones.  Here is the essence of my original “why”.  Follow Christ’s words here. 
 

And he said to them, “The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the               
Sabbath. - Mark 2:27 
 

Do not be quick to overlook the importance of this sentence. While the people of the day                 
bickered and fought over the meaning of the Sabbath and the importance of the Sabbath along                
with its strictness and scope, Christ was quick to inform them that it sounded very much as                 
though they believed man was made so that he could perform the Sabbath commands. Like a                
soldier with a flag, he was there simply for the purpose of holding up the banner. Christ                 
immediately calls out the error and says rather, the Sabbath was created to be a help to man. 

 
This is profound because it creates a new perspective. It answers truly, what are we               

doing when we are doing Church. The body of the body was purchased and founded by Christ,                 
for the sake of man. Man was not created for the church. You were not made so that the church                    
would have a body. The church was made so that you would have a place to live; to be more                    
than a rotting dead appendage without heart and blood and strength and life. 

 
You, church member, are in church so that the church may build you, not that you may                 

build the church. 
 
Jesus warned the woman that she was so busy doing the good work of service that she                 

forgot about the good work of the one thing that was needful, sitting at Jesus’ feet. Remember                 
that Paul tells us individually to be rooted and built up in Christ so they we are established in the                    
faith. We have forgotten that the majority of the New Testament is not a thesis on mission or                  
evangelism. It is predominantly and admonition to care for your own spiritual affairs and for               
those of your fellow church members. 



 

 
Remember the law of balance. If after a full and fattening meal you walk out into the                 

cornfield picking corn saying, “Ho hum. The Sabbath is made to help me not the other way                 
around,” Jesus would be quick to confront you as well. He would be sure to remind you that you                   
need the Sabbath. No one is presenting a denial of service or of unity in favor for an isolated                   
spiritual conclave. What I am presenting is the lack of spiritual inward focus that comes as an                 
overcompensation to the world system of self centeredness and the need to move away from it.                
For this reason, a study on Sanctification is necessary. 

A Biblical Admonition 
 

Like Paul, this writer feels the need to point a finger at the hearer so to awake them from                   
such a slumber. Have we taken to cleaning our neighbor’s yard and not our own heart? Do we                  
see the need to nourish the poor man and not our own soul? What we will find ourselves with                   
are unholy church members collectively doing kingdom work while not even saving their own              
souls. 
 

It is deeply concerning that there is an apparent schism between our external and              
internal spiritual goals. It is concerning because I see that we are often ready to go out and get                   
bags of food donated to the poor while our own selves are starving and we call the word of God                    
boring, confusing, or too advanced for our understanding. 
 

If the church held a mission event and no one stood up, if no one showed up, the leaders                   
would most definitely make public reference to this. They’d say that this wasn’t in spirit of the                 
collective mission of the church. Would they not? Convince me otherwise that the very next               
sermon would not be a reproof of the failure of the church body to join in mission, to serve one                    
another. 
 

If she requested funds for the needy and no one gave, the church’s leaders would speak                
to that. If she asked for volunteers and no one came, the church’s leaders would speak to that.                  
And yet most recently I sat in class under a teacher striving to communicate biblical truths to                 
which multiple attendees, with great levity, joked about it being (and I do not exaggerate or                
paraphrase but write in verbatim) boring and, even worse, tuned out, and the response was               
collective laughter. 

Why Sanctification? 
 

Because, I am afraid, we have so become the body, that the individual is stunted in their                 
own growth. Because without holiness, no man will see the Lord. Because the glory of God is                 
man and woman fully alive. Because our faith is meant to overcome the world. It must overcome                 
our own sin, and it must compete with the world’s philosophy. It is meant to stand and Athens,                  
to stand on Mars Hill and refute the ideas of false Gods. It is meant to crush Satan below our                    
feet. 
 



 

While all were benefited by Christ’s miracles, they were astonished and amazing at his              
words. Jesus prayed that the Father would sanctify us, would make us holy, by his word because                 
his word is truth. To that end we embark on the study of the process of the sanctification of our                    
minds, our wills and our actions. May the inner man and the outer man both be an image of                   
Christ on earth. 

 

Introduction 
 

Two of western Christianity’s largest contributions to religious thought are that of eternal             
security and concise faith. Americans are known for their Evangelicalism apart from any ties to               
traditional denominationalism. They often point to Rome or what they’d consider high church             
Anglicans, Lutherans and Episcopalians as having a burdensome quagmire of a faith system that              
entrenches people in uncertainty. And not only uncertainty, but also excess. Many Evangelical             
websites have a creed-like simplified confession of faith that fits on a page or two. Creeds, of                 
course, are beneficial and hold their own purpose, but Evangelical Protestantism (that is to say -                
separated from the Catholic and Catholic-like denominations, autonomous,        
non-denominational) do not, to my knowledge hold any official doctrinal or dogmatic writing             
anywhere near the comprehensiveness of the Roman Catholic Catechism. 

People love to have burdens taken from them. Faith systems of freedom and deliverance              
appeal to the mind.  So, for years I’ve made the observation that… 

● Catholics become Protestants because they are told that the burden of working            
for salvation can be taken from them. 

● Protestants become Evangelicals because they are told that the burden of           
strictness can be taken from them. 

● Evangelicals become Catholic because they are told that the burden of a rootless             
and simple faith system can be taken from them and replaced with depth. 

Ironically, we move away from complexity to simplicity and then simplicity back to             
complexity. The scriptures seem to do that, too. All of the complex Old Testament is bound up                 
in Christ. We move from the glory of one to the more glorious structure of the New. But then                   
Paul comes along and says, you’ve been in simplicity long enough, now you need to unfold the                 
infinite complexity of our faith and the knowledge of God. 

The problem with any singular focus is that often times it takes another thing out of                
focus. As we study prayer, followed by repentance, faith, salvation and apostasy, we have our               
mind filled with something that’s actually fairly new to many Christians. That is the idea that                
there is something for us to do now and in this present life. It seems as though the concepts of                    
eternal security and concise or simple (even shallow) faith takes us from a former life of sin to a                   
future life in eternity and really shades our perception of what we are to be doing at this current                   
moment.  Therefore, generic sermons often fall into one of three categories. 

● Stop sinning - because it’s bad. 



 

● Do more religious stuff - because prayer and being good are good 
● Do more church stuff - because we need money and hands to run this ship 

But this confuses people. If I’m saved and sure I’m saved and in point one of your                 
sermon you tell me that everything is “DONE”, how do you go to point three in your sermon and                   
tell me that now I need to “DO” more for Jesus and for the church? There’s a joint that exists,                    
and it’s out of socket for many people. When I walk away is my mentality done or do? Complete                   
or continue? Finished or forming? Not only that but also the shallowness of faith confuses               
people. Tell me why we need to have so many classes and why I should be faithful in my Bible                    
reading and prayer if everything that deals with my salvation has either been done in the past or                  
I’ll experience it in my future? 

Unfortunately, a great number of Christians honestly and from a place of ignorance do              
not see the necessity of spiritual discipline, labor, self examination, study, confession, prayer             
and repentance. Why? Because they are confident they are saved, and that’s all they need in                
order to get into heaven one day. Beyond the obvious need to find more people to get into the                   
church or the perfunctory service needs of the church to keep it running, there lacks a practical                 
and active spiritual walk. 

What is Done, and What Needs to Be Done? 

The church for the majority of its existence has actually separated that which it              
considered “done” and that which it considered “yet to be done”. Scripture is filled with               
examples that inform us that the work of redemption, the work of God in Christ to satisfactorily                 
restore man to position and standing that he had at creation, is surely done. No more is                 
required. 

● Have been translated to the kingdom of his dear son 
● Have been seated with him 
● Death unto life 
● Now we are justified, cleansed 

But concerning our salvation, the scripture is equally saturated with our current            
condition and the spiritual labor that is necessary, yes necessary. 

● Work out your salvation 
● Endurance of the saints 
● The four soils 
● The branch cut off 
● Lord, Lord 
● Passions of the flesh 
● Put away 
● Those who enter the kingdom 

We also have some in the middle that can reflect both a past tense and an over                 
encompassing totality of our life. For example, the kingdom of God has always been described by                
theologians as “already, but not yet”. It has been inaugurated but not consummated. Initiated              
but not fully manifested. 

● Ye, must be born again 



 

● Christ is the end of the law 
● Your redemption draweth nigh 

Now all these must be taken in context, and we must be careful not to force them into our                   
own theological ideals. I once heard a man describe an explanation to resolve Revelation’s              
warning that liars do not have part in Kingdom of God and the fact that we still lie. He said,                    
“Because I’m saved and justified, God doesn’t see my sins and therefore doesn’t consider me a                
liar. Since I’m not a liar in his eyes, that verse doesn’t apply to me.” Now, not only is that bad                     
theology it leads to logical impossibilities. 

How much is too much sin? A liar is one who lies, but based on this logic my occasional                   
lie isn’t enough to make me a liar in God’s eyes. At what point or number of lies would I switch                     
over into someone that isn’t actually a Christian? We often use the phrase “pattern of sin”. If you                  
see a pattern of sin, that may be the evidence that salvation has not occurred in someone. Still                  
we don’t know what a pattern is. Is it monthly, weekly, daily? Is it repetitive? Is it stubborn and                   
staunch or is it weakness and disappointed failure? For this reason alone we are told that we                 
cannot judge another person’s heart, but at the same time we are told that we can judge another                  
person’s fruit.  Do you see how convoluted this becomes? 

This difficulty is actually the majority of the New Testament. The Apostles wrote mostly              
about one of the following: 

● Our spiritual death due to sin 
● Our redemption through Christ 
● Our union with the Father in Christ 
● Our spiritual labor in this life to kill sin, ensure our redemption and maintain our union 

Please note that they predominantly discuss our daily walk in Christ and not our future               
existence in heaven.  When they do discuss the future, it tends to be concerning… 

● Labor because we will see Christ who will be pleased 
● Labor because we will see Christ who will judge us 
● Labor because we will see Christ who will finally permanently deliver us 
● Labor because we will see Christ who we desire  

 
“Just know the kingdom of God is within you 
Although the battle is bound to continue” 
 

Imputation is the doctrine that the righteousness of Christ is applied directly to the              
account of His followers, and they are by nature considered righteous without any merit of their                
own. Impartation is the doctrine that we are made righteous by Christ and that he does a work                  
to change us into righteous people. Because we could go on for some time to exhaust the                 
doctrines here, we can agree that there is enough scriptural basis to understand that when we                
enter the Kingdom of God, we will not be entering because of righteousness generated by our                
own selves. It will be the righteousness of Christ accounted to us and manifest through us.                
Salvation is of the Lord completely and totally. However, just like we mentioned getting out of                
focus earlier, this same potential appears here. I would warn anyone not to get too imputed or                 
too imparted in his doctrine. The former has the tendency to be so absolutely settled in his faith                  
that he sees no red flags or warnings, doesn’t turn from his sin and never grows as a Christian.                   



 

The latter attempts to earn his salvation by moral self-therapy and never finds joy and peace or a                  
true union with Christ. 

So then, we conclude that the Christian has the obligation to seek the Lord for salvation,                
but also to continue to labor in his own faith with purpose. This labor is not the labor that is in                     
the world to bring others to salvation or to make right what sin destroys (justice, poverty, etc.).                 
This labor is not the labor that fights against the powers of darkness for truth and right doctrine.                  
This labor is not the labor that meets the needs of the church in its obligation to those within                   
and the administration thereof. This is a specific and primary labor which is an inward self                
examination and discipline that hears the word of God, learns His will, is illuminated, turns               
from all false or sinful living and follows after God. This practice intends to slowly but                
effectively, through the merit of Christ and the grace given to us, transform us into the image of                  
Christ, man’s pinnacle of existence, of life, of truth. 

Scripturally, we know this movement of the will and actions from self to God to be the                 
setting apart, or making holy, of oneself.  The theological term is sanctification. 

What is Sanctification? 
On being “set apart” 
 

Work through this exercise with me. What did Jesus come to earth to accomplish? No               
doubt, the first and most common answer would return, “to die for our sins”. Yes, even my                 
youngest child understands this. But let’s not stop asking questions until we come to a fuller and                 
larger picture of it all. And what did He do for the sins? “Paid for them that we would be                    
forgiven.” And what of our current sins? “They too are paid for”. But should we sin more that                  
forgiveness might be greater? “No.” Then we should stop sinning? “Yes.” Why? “Because sin              
displeases God.” Does it do anything else? “Hurts our fellow man and separates us from our                
God.” And what of his death. Did his story end there? “No, he was raised.” And what does that                   
do for us? “Guarantees our future resurrection.” And what does that do for him? “Established               
him as King.” Over what? “All who believe in him.” Is the kingdom now or future? “Both.” What                  
is now? “The kingdom of God on earth.” And who is in that kingdom? “The church.” And does                  
his resurrection only guarantee us future resurrection? “No, we are raised with him spiritually              
now.” Is that figurative? “No.” So it’s relevant? “Yes.” How so? “We are given eternal life in                 
Christ, communion with God, teaching by the Holy Spirit.” For what purpose? “To conquer our               
sin and live out the principles of his kingdom.” Where did he go after his resurrection? “He                 
ascended to his father.” Does he remain there forever? “No. He will return.” For what purpose?                
“To finish establishing his kingdom on earth and removing all sin and death.” Do we participate                
with him in this? “Yes.” When? “After the resurrection.” So our kingdom with Christ is on a new                  
and reborn earth, without sin or death, living out the principles of his kingdom? “Yes.” And that                 
is the purpose also of our eternal life now? “Yes.” So what is the Christian doing now to that end?                    
“Participating with Christ in his kingdom work here on earth until he comes.” 
  
What did Jesus come to earth to accomplish? 



 

  
 Can the reader see how fractional to the whole the answer, “To die for our sins,”                
becomes? 
 
 

Defining Holy 

The Necessity of Sanctification 

Without Holiness no man will see God. 

Sin necessarily causes harm. Damages things. 

What sanctification is not 

(See note on SS) 

Sanctification motivators 

● Fear 
● Love 
● Hate 
● Desire 

Where does Sanctification fit in our Theology of        
Salvation? 

I pause here because students of scripture that are at a beginner’s level will have heard                
many theological terms and may not be familiar with how they work together in our Christ                
oriented world view. If we view the world through the lenses taught to us in the Christian                 
philosophy, we will need to understand this terminology, or currency, if you will, in the Christian                
economy. If you tend to be overwhelmed trying to understand what it means be be redeemed                
versus being sanctified, if you wonder what the practical outcome of being glorified or adopted               
is, if you are unsure how imputation affects justification, this segment will be for your               
edification; which, I know, is another term among many. 
 

I also pause here because students of scripture that are at an intermediate level will have                
heard many theological terms and may tend to arbitrarily use these terms in less than practical                



 

ways. They may use them as synonyms to create necessary variety in public prayer or worship                
so that the audience might understand the depth of the goodness of God. This of course is good                  
and right. God is multifaceted and inexhaustibly complex, but if we use justification,             
redemption, glorification, imputation, adoption, sanctification only to expand our ability to say            
that we are saved, we miss much in our Christian understanding and growth. 
 

Here we will take a simplistic yet satisfactory for the time glimpse at the web of God’s                 
plan for restoring man to his condition for being corrupted by sin. 

 

Redemption 

Redemption is God's collective plan for mankind to be salvaged from the power of sin,               
rebuilt and restored to his former state, fully alive, full of the knowledge of God and reconciled                 
to God as friend and son through the merits and satisfaction of Christ. 
 



 

When we say that we have been redeemed, we simply mean the totality of everything               
regarding our salvation, sanctification and all other terms that you may know. Redemption             
entails all other aspects of our movement from sin back to wholeness or relationship with God.                
Two thoughts on redemption here will be helpful. 

 
● The entire world has been redeemed. Collectively, the work of redemption           

has been completed. Nothing more is needed for man's restoration to God 
● The entire world has not be saved. Individually, salvation of each man must             

occur for him to receive eternal life. This is currently his transition from profane              
to holy 

 
[Heb 9:12 ESV] 12 he entered once for all into the holy places, not by means of the                  

blood of goats and calves but by means of his own blood, thus securing an eternal redemption. 
 

The work of redemption is the work that Christ did to release mankind, as a whole, from                 
the power of sin and death. Note that this is not metaphysical. It was physically necessary.                
Many times the general populace will ask of Christianity, why would Christ need to die? And if                 
he need to die, why a bloody death? Why a death that he’d come back from anyway? Why                  
couldn’t God declare everyone justified? Why couldn’t he forgive everyone or at least use his God                
power to wipe away sin if they confessed and asked forgiveness?  
 

First, we have to understand sin. We will expound on sin later, but briefly here, know                
that sin is not a descriptor. Sin doesn’t describe what we’ve done as much as what we’ve                 
become. My son can do something mean and without sacrificing my own flesh, I can forgive                
him. This is not a fitting allegory for God and man. God is not a man, but a spirit, and the soul,                      
the spirits, infected with sin are dead and justly so. While we can look at our neighbor and say,                   
“Well, he’s quite the grump, but I’ll forgive him and be friendly,” this cannot be said of God and                   
his relation to man. Sin is cancerous and deadly. Sin, the rejection of god, the falling short of the                   
intended creation, is both abstract rebellion and concrete corruption. Sin breeds sin, and             
without intervention eventually kills body and soul. 
 

Therefore, in order for justice to exist at all in the world and in order for man to really be                    
released from the power that sin has over him action has to be taken. Enter Christ. 
 
Two pieces were necessary for redemption to be earned for man. 

● The incarnation - The incarnation of God in the flesh is the doctrine that Christ was                
fully God and fully man.  
 
[Gal 4:4-5 ESV] 4 But when the fullness of time had come, God sent forth his Son, born                  

of woman, born under the law, 5 to redeem those who were under the law, so that we                  
might receive adoption as sons. 

 



 

● The sacrifice of Christ - The sacrifice on the cross was efficacious in that in needed a                 
representative of man to receive adequate punishment for all of man while at the same               
time needed someone of the value of God to adequately be sacrificed for all of man. 

 
Christ earns for us the right to be saved by two actions. 

● The satisfaction of Christ - His suffering on the cross was by necessity excruciating,              
painful and penial. Christ was, in his innocence, willfully receiving in his own body the               
punishment for every dishonor that man has done to himself, to his fellow man and to                
God. The payment was so brutal that it could be deemed satisfactory because of the               
supreme innocence and value of the one it was given to. Again, we have to pause to                 
mention that a divine man is valuable enough suffice for the penalty and great enough to                
endure such a death that God would deem him worthy to be raised again. This               
satisfaction purchased the right for all men to be forgiven, should they receive the              
forgiveness, and the ability for them to be restored to their former selves through the               
resurrection of both the spirit and body, should they chose to once again obey the will of                 
God and not the dehumanizing desires of the flesh. 

 
Redemption is greater than forgiveness because it contains the salvaging or repairing            

and rebuilding of the life. Redeeming buys back from death. Redeeming produces oil where              
there is none, tissue on dry bones, birth where there is barrenness. Redemption doesn't erase               
your past. It has power to create and make glorious even after sin has damaged and destroyed. It                  
can make good out of evil. 
 

[Eph 1:7 ESV] 7 In him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of our                
trespasses, according to the riches of his grace, 

 
● The merits of Christ - When we say that Christ “earned”, we do not mean that he was                  

on probation here on earth, kept the law and had the Father look down on him                
approvingly and say that he met the requirements of the law. Christ did not earn grace or                 
salvation for himself. Christ at his incarnation was himself the end, the consummation,             
the totality of the law. Christ didn’t simply keep the law; he was the embodiment of it.                 
The law was the work of Christ in redemption. It’s not doctrinally accurate to say that                
Christ “kept the law perfectly so that we don’t have to”. Rather, Christ kept the law                
because God cannot deny who he is. Christ did not simply walk “the way”. Christ was                
“the way”. This is important because we need to know what Christ did earn. He merited                
his kingship over humanity. He merited his right to judge humanity. He merited his              
name being above all names. And as the singular mediator that bridges the way between               
God and man, he merits for us all the things necessary for our salvation. He deserved                
them in himself, and he knew this when he asked the Father to glorify him with the glory                  
he had before his incarnation. What he earned was the right to give to us (you have given                  
me authority over all flesh to give to them eternal life) what he himself had the right to. 

 



 

If I may crudely emphasize the necessity of the God-Man, the incarnation, along with the               
brutal death and resurrection of Christ, please allow me. Suppose a car was totalled beyond               
repair. Generally, the insurance company will take possession of the vehicle. It is no longer               
owned by the driver. Now also add to this that the driver has limited cash in his bank account.                   
Now also add to this that the driver is mechanically inept and the vehicle has burned and bent so                   
extensively that the elemental metals themselves have altered their composition. Now also add             
to this that the driver and insurance company exist in a post apocalyptic world where cash is                 
useless. 
 

First, the vehicle needs to be bought back by the rightful owner. But the driver doesn’t                
have enough cash to buy it back. Not only that, but also the driver plus all the drivers in the                    
world can’t buy it back because collectively their cash is insufficient to make the purchase as it is                  
a useless currency. We see that redeeming the car is impossible, but it is also a waste, if it were                    
possible, because the car could not be revived from its condition. 
 

You see then that Christ as a man does not have the value to pay for all of man’s sin, so                     
he must also be God. Christ as God does not justly resolve man’s sin, so he must also be man.                    
Christ as man cannot receive enough punishment to lead man back to life if he is dead, so he                   
must be God whose sacrifice is worthy of resurrection. Christ as God cannot represent man and                
lead him back to relationship with the Father, so he must be man in order to represent him. 
 
[Gal 3:13 ESV] 13 Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for                  
us--for it is written, "Cursed is everyone who is hanged on a tree"-- 

Salvation 

Salvation is the liberation of the soul from the bondage of and consequences of sin and it's                 
translation into freedom, newness of life and positional standing within the family of God. 
 

Whereas redemption is universal, salvation is individual. Before we get too dogmatic            
here, many words in Scripture hold different meanings in different contexts. Salvation is often              
used to understand the salvation of Israel from its captivity. We are to understand salvation for                
this particular study in the context of the below verse. Every person, through the redemption               
purchased by Christ, is offered the opportunity of salvation. 
 
“For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone                   
who believes, to the Jew first and also to the Greek.” 
Romans 1:16 ESV 
 

Salvation, like many theological terms in scripture, has an “already; not yet” connotation.             
It has already occurred, is occurring and has not yet fully materialized. Similar to redemption,               
which scripture tells us “draws nigh”, salvation’s day is today, but we are being saved continually                
until the day of the Lord when all things are remade and renewed. This will help us better                  



 

understand sanctification, because it is the progression in our lives toward that day when we will                
finally be like him, for we shall see him as he is. 
 
“Now I would remind you, brothers, of the gospel I preached to you, which you received, in                 
which you stand, and by which you are being saved, if you hold fast to the word I preached                   
to you—unless you believed in vain.” 
1 Corinthians 15:1-2 ESV 
 

Please remember that salvation is not simply being saved from hell. That would be overly               
and unnecessarily narrow. We are, by the satisfaction of Christ, saved from the wrath that abides                
on those who disobey the will is God. We are saved from damnation. We are transferred from                 
death into life. But let's understand these within the biblical framework of what good is doing                
with mankind, the earth, and more comprehensively, the physical realm. 
 

Jesus prayed that God's will would be done on earth as is was in heaven. The incarnation                 
itself was the heavens breaking into the earthly. When Christ began to preach, he preached that                
the kingdom of heaven was on the horizon; that it was near to us. When he prayed for his                   
followers on the garden, he prayed that they would not be taken out of the world. Now this is in                    
perfect harmony with all of scriptural examples of God coming down to man whether in the                
garden, through tabernacle or temple, and ultimately through Christ. Revelation doesn't end            
with man ascending to the spiritual realm but to a prepared city coming down to a purified a                  
renewed heaven and earth. John speaks in the physical and not only the physical. Peter               
discusses the physical realm brought dramatically altered. Paul wishes to put on a new              
resurrected body that he calls the immortal. He doesn't wish to vacate the physical. 
 

So then, God is saving both the spiritual and the physical. Paul tells us that creation is                 
groaning for renewal. Jesus told Nicodemus that he must be reborn, this time of the spirit. The                 
ultimate hope of the Christian is not escape but resurrection. The meek inherit the earth, not the                 
heavens. Salvation isn't the freedom from hell so that we can go to heaven. It's the full                 
restoration of spirit, soul and eventually at his coming, or bodies. He is restoring his creation to                 
the state at which he once said, it is good. 
 

With is this an important distinction? Because it alters our efforts and purpose here on               
earth. As opposed to discipling people toward escapism, we are trying to get more than God                
kindly saving or hides. We recognize that we don't just have a criminal record that needs                
spiritual acquittal. Our situation is far more dire than that. We have fallen hearts, minds,               
opinions, goals, wills, tendencies, understandings and more. We don't think like God or             
understand like him. We don't operate on his life giving solid foundation. We operate on a faulty                 
system of lies that got us into the condemned and damned situation in the first place. 
 

Our salvation is the totality of our movement away from our original State of sinfulness               
to eternal life. We are meant to work out or salvation with fear and trembling. That is our                  
sanctification. God is saving us from hell but also from lust; from damnation but also from hate.                 



 

(For more on hell, see the upcoming section on sin) He is salvaging us and rebuilding us if we                   
believe on him and cooperate with his grace. 

Grace 

Grace is the supernatural assistance of God to recognize his revelation, dispose the mind for               
receiving him, justify one who is ungodly, grant repentance, empower to do good and hold fast                
to faith until life on earth ends. 
 
[Tit 2:11-14 ESV] 11 For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation for all               
people, 12 training us to renounce ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live             
self-controlled, upright, and godly lives in the present age, 13 waiting for our blessed hope, the                
appearing of the glory of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ, 14 who gave himself for us to                   
redeem us from all lawlessness and to purify for himself a people for his own possession who                 
are zealous for good works. 
 

Every analogy eventually breaks down, so don't accept this diagram as perfect Theology.             
We say that grace fits into our understanding of salvation, but this verse states that grace brings                 
salvation. Allow your mind and understanding to be fluid, seeing the larger picture to more               
deeply understand these truths. 
 
You are saved... By grace... Through faith. 
 

All of salvation happens within the grace of God. Only by his favor and gift do we have                  
the opportunity to receive eternal life. Here we can endlessly discuss the oldest rift in the church,                 
how do works relate to our salvation? What we can all agree on, God's initiation and offer of                  
forgiveness, is called grace, and there is no method of attaining eternal life outside that offer.                
Man can not attain a level of perfection or personal status that demands his justification.  
 

Grace is not simply a generic favorable condition or feeling that God has toward us,               
although neither of those would be necessarily unscriptural as part of the whole. We can easily                
transform grace into an emotion when we lift it from scripture due to the nature of its relevance                  
in our lives. In an attempt to celebrate the love of God, we can underestimate the complexity of                  
grace and nullify its purpose. Here is an example pulled from the internet of a man describing                 
this overly emotional grace. 

 
“When I went through my 18 months of total emotional wreckage, I met an entirely               

different Jesus than I'd ever seen before. Not one who judged me or called me "flawed" in any                  
way, but one who said I was perfect, just as I was. His beautiful son, who he loved more than                    
anything. If that's not the real Jesus, I prefer him over any I've ever heard of before.” 

 
Critically speaking, this statement is comprehensively erroneous, not the least in that we             

are somehow considered sons of Jesus, but the error comes from this person’s understanding of               



 

grace. Here he sees himself as an “emotional wreckage” with grace being the equal and opposite                
emotion that comes to rescue him. The love of God, in this man’s mind, is one that seems more                   
like “The Notebook” than it does Christian doctrine. The grace of Christ is a feeling, a weeping                 
with the weeper, that steps in and says, “I love you exactly as you are. I’m here to help you                    
escape external negative influences.” On the contrary, Christ does not accept us as we are, but,                
with the Father, allows the ungodly to be justified. Ungodly, because we come to him as broken                 
and rebellious. Justification can happen only first if an ungodly person is allowed a gracious               
entrance into the salvaging process. 

 
And this is the proper understanding of grace. It is the supernatural assistance of God,               

first of all, to come to the knowledge of the truth of our condition and his authority; second, to                   
be persuaded of its truth; third, to repent and be trained in righteousness. Grace is more like a                  
river than it is a sunny day. It is active. It acts upon us, gives us buoyancy, moves us. It gives us                      
water for our thirst, and we participate with it for good. A sunny day is just a nice condition                   
wherein we feel like taking out the canoe. So we have to understand that grace is the active                  
movement of God within us to salvage us, to work with us. Grace cannot be given the misnomer                  
of God’s unconditional feeling of goodwill toward us. Grace has purpose and is actively working               
toward something. Electricity powers an object. Unless it is powering the object, it is invisible               
and worthless. We would nullify that power by holding a book in the dark and saying, “My, what                  
wonder, the electricity of our Great Grid, that I might be allowed to read this book!” So this man                   
nullifies grace by stating, in his unsalvaged state, that grace refused to judge him, to fix his                 
brokenness, by staying in the outlet as he felt better about himself. 

 
With this knowledge, let’s pause to read a few passages of scripture through the lens of                

an active sanctifying grace rather than simply an emotion of grace. 
 

That grace is supernatural assistance: 
 
Hebrews 4:16 - Let us then with confidence draw near to the throne of grace, that we may                  
receive mercy and find grace to help in time of need. 
 
2 Corinthians 9:8 - And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so that having all                   
sufficiency in all things at all times, you may abound in every good work. 
 
Hebrews 13:9 - Do not be led away by diverse and strange teachings, for it is good for the                   
heart to be strengthened by grace, not by foods, which have not benefited those devoted to                
them. 
 
That grace is more than forgiveness at best and leniency at worst: 
 
Jude 1:4 - For certain people have crept in unnoticed who long ago were designated for this                 
condemnation, ungodly people, who pervert the grace of our God into sensuality and             
deny our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ. 

https://www.esv.org/2+Corinthians+9:8/
https://www.esv.org/Jude+1:4/
https://www.esv.org/Hebrews+4:16/
https://www.esv.org/Hebrews+13:9/


 

 

The scriptures often portray grace as unmerited favor, but along with the error above,              
this too can be misunderstood. What is favor? General goodwill? Does he favorably look on us                
and let us into heaven? No. More accurately the free gift of grace is the free gift of standing in a                     
state of overlap. Now here I choose my words carefully so as not to ring heretical in the ears of                    
the hearer. Paul tells us that God justifies the ungodly. He does not justified the justifiable. He                 
does not pardon the innocent but the guilty. 
 

Let me illustrate the point and then expound. Imagine being in a world of continual               
monsoon rain. This world is flat and without flora, fauna, rock, ridge, valley or cave. It is                 
certainly impossible, not only to avoid the rain, but also to remove the moisture from you once                 
wet. Now the only escape from the deluge is a single facility that welcomes all who desire to                  
enter yet operates as a highly technical computer laden building with clean rooms allowing zero               
dust, moisture or foreign particles. Here comes the paradox. Only the dry may enter, and those                
who enter must enter wet first. 
 

We will make two points. One, by the works of no man, will dryness be achieved. Two, a                  
condition must be offered first to the wet that allows them to become dry, that they might enter                  
into the facility. This is what we mean when we say that a man can’t earn his way to eternal life.                     
But what we are not saying is that grace means we are “let” into heaven or God’s kingdom.                  
Grace extends from the heavenlies (namely, by Jesus Christ) into the earthly realm. The grace               
acts like a tent, a state or condition, wherein the “wet” may enter to be made righteous so that                   
they might be dry to enter into the realm of heaven.  
 

This is so important to our theology. Grace does not come along and negate the works                
saying, “Works are too hard. You’ll never do enough to be holy. I’ll let you into heaven.” False.                  
Rather, grace says, “These works being completely necessary, I will assist you in accomplishing              
them for your own salvation.” Grace is our tent. We can stand in it and accomplish, through                 
God’s gift of assistance, was is necessary in order to move from sin to eternal life. Here are some                   
verses again for us to look through with this new lens. 
 
That grace is a state wherein we stand for God’s assistance: 
 
Ephesians 1:7 - In him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of our               
trespasses, according to the riches of his grace, 
 
Romans 11:6 - But if it is by grace, it is no longer on the basis of works; otherwise                   
grace would no longer be grace. 
 
Romans 5:2 - Through him we have also obtained access by faith into this grace in                
which we stand, and we rejoice in hope of the glory of God. 

https://www.esv.org/Romans+5:2/
https://www.esv.org/Ephesians+1:7/
https://www.esv.org/Romans+11:6/


 

Sin 

Sin is an offense against reason, truth, and right conscience; it is failure in genuine love for                 
God and neighbor caused by a perverse attachment to certain goods. It wounds the nature of                
man and injures human solidarity. 
 

The world system has no problem acknowledging wrongdoing. We live in societies that             
abide by the rule of law. With only a few exceptions, there is no push to do away with                   
convictions, sentencing, serving time in prison, or repaying a debt to society, even through fine               
or fee, citation or ticket. Humans understand and function in a worldview that tells us that there                 
are civil norms that require penalty if an offense has been done to a free person or to the                   
community at large. 

 
At the same time, in the Western World especially, sin is not always considered social               

harm, but more or less a moral or character deviation. And more frequently it is considered an                 
arbitrary moral boundary particular to one or another specific religion. In Christianity, it may              
be thought of as the supposed restriction on the consumption of alcohol. In Judaism, it may be                 
the regulations on how food is to be prepared. In Islam, it may be the requirements of grooming                  
or apparel. The non-religious doesn’t see these as affecting the greater populace at all, and see                
them as mostly outdated or archaic unscientific practices in superficial superstitions. This has             
accelerated the idea that religion, because it so clearly has no reasonable effect on society               
(whether adhered to or not, there is little impact), is something that should not be influential in                 
halls of academia or civil government. 

 
Remember that our faith system is also a philosophy system, a way of life system and a                 

school of thought, and we have a heritage of being relevant. The Christian ethic has been                
influential in forming judiciary models and educational models. Christianity, in the highest            
levels of academia is studied along with Aristotle and Plato because of the depth of Christ’s                
teachings and the foundation that Jewish thought has had in both religion and civics. 

 
Part of that relevance is the explanation of sin. Far from being arbitrary or specific only                

to our religion, sin has a universal quality that explains not just the things that mankind does                 
that would be considered inappropriate or naughty. No, our understanding of sin is not an 18th                
century etiquette manual that may or may not fit in the times, fit the individual adherent’s need                 
for inner peace or fit a community’s preference for social standards. Sin is an offense to another                 
person or society at large just like the laws we spoke of moments ago protect against. Sin,                 
though, goes beyond that to any sort of deviation from the law of God that allows for only love of                    
God and neighbor. We cannot legislate all sin because not all sin is fully formed. Murder, for                 
example, can be legislated because it is concrete and measurable. Anger, however, is murder in               
the heart and is detrimental to relationships and other people, but anger can be abstract,               
internal and uneasily qualified. Not only that, but it would be impossible to judge intents,               



 

motives, degrees and causes. Rather than discuss legal theory, we must rather discuss ethical              
theory.  

 
Sin is the deviation of the nature and revealed law of God. Many of which are deviations                 

of the heart that lead to charity or lack thereof, and can only be judged by God. We couldn’t pass                    
a law for these things. It is the willful and grave rejection of the law of God in regard to how we                      
respond to the image of God in us, the image of God in our fellow man and therefore, as a                    
general whole, how we respond to God. 

 
The etymology of the word itself holds such explanations as missing a mark, an error of                

understanding, an offense, something that does not have a share in the whole, a trespass. We                
can see that our sin is so much more than breaking away from a preference specific to a religion.                   
Sin actually is a harmful straying from what is not only right, but also what is true. Sin is                   
building a house on sand and not solid rock because sin results in the spiritual and cultural                 
breakdown that destroys people, families, communities and society in whole. Sin is anytime I              
think or act believing a lie about myself or my fellow man. 

 
Let us take a moment to view an example. Paul tells Timothy the right, true and proper                 

way man should view a woman. Treat the younger women as your daughters, your peers as                
sisters and the elder as your mothers. In this way, you will never defraud a woman by treating                  
her like an object for your pleasure and you’ll never defraud the image of God in yourself by                  
succumbing to your lusts. So the system of the world says, you arbitrarily just oppose sex, don’t                 
you? No. This is false. What we do understand in our worldview is that things are directly                 
related. We do not get to equality of genders, fidelity in marriage, decline in rape and sex                 
trafficking by way of feeding our lusts.  

 
Likewise, our gluttony, envy, pride and sloth is at the source of not only every great evil                 

in human history but also our daily office battles and family divisions. Sin does not need                
worldwide influence to be sin. No slippery slope argument is necessary. Sin is destructive at its                
smallest incarnation, even while still within the heart. What is most important to understand              
about sin is that it is actually destroying us, and it is actually separating us from God. Sin is not                    
like having the wrong sports team, and God unnecessarily shuns us for it. Sin is a lie about                  
yourself, a lie about your priorities, a lie about your rights, a lie about your neighbor. It is a                   
circle when the hole is square. God doesn’t judge sin because He doesn’t like it. He judges it                  
because it’s a cosmic offense, a fallacy, an untruth. For this reason scripture says, “The wicked                
are not so,” as if they already cease to exist. In the end there is no sin because there is only truth.                      
Pride is a lie. You are not more important than the wounded man in the road. Therefore, in the                   
end, pride cannot exist because only truth and justice will. Pride won’t be banished, but will be                 
driven out by light. Those that chose a life of pride are choosing the lie, choosing to reject God,                   
choosing to allow themselves to descend into sub-humanity outside the image of God. This leads               
to death and hell.  Sin is choosing to be less than human. 

 



 

James 1:15 - Then desire when it has conceived gives birth to sin, and sin when it is fully 
grown brings forth death.  

 
Scripture explains sin, not only as an action or a mindset, but also as a power over us.                  

While we won’t attempt to comb out all the nuances of this concept because we can’t always                 
explain completely how the spiritual world operates, we do know that in our world, sin does take                 
us captive, enslave us and have power over us. It’s pierced our minds to spiritual insanity like a                  
thirsty man at sea is convinced that salt water will quench his thirst while it’s actually killing                 
him. This reason alone explains our need for Christ. In joining him in death, burial and                
resurrection and by being reborn of the Spirit, we are freed from the curse of sin, our eyes are                   
opened to truth, and sin no longer has power over us. This isn’t magic. This is our sanctification.                  
It comes through the word of God and the grace that abounds to our supernatural help. 

 
Romans 5:20 - Now the law came in to increase the trespass, but where sin increased, 
grace abounded all the more, 
 
Romans 6:6 - We know that our old self was crucified with him in order that the body of sin 
might be brought to nothing, so that we would no longer be enslaved to sin. 

 
Once we have tasted the redemption that is in Christ (as we will see below) and we enter                  

into sanctification of the mind, will, heart, deeds, the power of sin has been broken. We are not                  
captive to it in such as we were when it was all our minds knew to do. Now, our minds have                     
been filled with the mind of Christ, and we are admonished to choose to reject sin. If it has no                    
power, why must we still fight? Because the power of the mind is broken, but the tendency (the                  
temptation to believe the lie) remains in our flesh. The mind understands the need for charity,                
but the flesh can taste the profit of our greed. The war of sanctification is the war the continues                   
to search out and understand this new truth, so that we might defeat the lie, and follow that path                   
that leads after life rather than that which leads to death. 
 
Romans 7:17, 20, 23 - So now it is no longer I who do it, but sin that dwells within me.                     
... 20 Now if I do what I do not want, it is no longer I who do it, but sin that dwells                       
within me. ... 23 but I see in my members another law waging war against the law of                  
my mind and making me captive to the law of sin that dwells in my members. 

 
 
Sin as the necessitating factor our need for redemption 

Hearing 

Hearing is both the physical reception of the gospel of Christ and the disposition of the hearer 
to believe that is caused by the grace of God that enlightens and empowers to good works. 
 



 

In the Old Testament, the Hebrews privately and publicly prayed the “Shema Yisrael”.             
“Hear, O Israel: The Lord is our God, the Lord is one.” This was the hub around which all their                    
morning and evening prayers were centered. When Jesus taught in Israel, He quoted a familiar               
call to the people, “Whoever has ears to hear, let them hear.” To the Jews, and later on to Jesus                    
and the teachings of Christianity, hearing was the pivotal point in the relationship of a human                
being to the divine revelation of God. Hearing was more than listening or consuming. It moves                
more deeply into the mind and logic of a man. Hearing was to be more than acknowledgement                 
of a thought, truth or precept.  To hear was to come to a perpendicular road of thought.  

 
To hear meant to come to understanding and not only knowledge. Upon hearing the              

word of God they were to recognize where in their own intellect, spirit and will they were not                  
aligning with the revelation they heard. More than listening closely, they were meant to come to                
full recognition of the purpose of the word of God. The people ought to have fully realized the                  
word, viewing it as a reality, altering their sinful views of themselves, God and their fellow man                 
as faulty and faux. 

 
When the people were told to hear, they were given a compound command. Hear and               

act. Hear and transform. Hear and adjust. Hear and realign. Hear and reconsider. Hear and               
change.  Reception of the word exceeded intellectual anatomy and moved toward physiology. 

 
Hear and become. 
 
Perhaps as an illustration we make two observations; one of a boy and his father on                

holiday and one of a father and son at a historical monument. On holiday, the night is lingering                  
on and the child is getting restless. The fireworks display is yet to begin. The child, fidgety and                  
anxious, forgets what reason they are there, complains, wants a toy, wants to leave - whatever                
the case may be - and loses his attentiveness to the coming show. When the show begins, the                  
father turns to the boy and says, “Look! See this! (Hear) There are the fireworks!” Now he does                  
this because he wants the boy to experience the awe and wonder of the event. He wants him to                   
register the memory and the emotion of the activity. There is beauty and wonder and sight and                 
sound to be enjoyed and celebrated. But the father is not calling the child to a point of change.                   
He isn’t asking him to take action on the theory of independence, freedom, liberty. He isn’t                
compelling him toward understanding political theory. He simply desires for the boy to             
consume; to take pleasure. 

 
On the other hand, we have a father and son standing at the Statue of Liberty in New                  

York. Now the father sees the inscription on the statue, and desiring his son to fully grow into                  
an understanding of charity, he stops the boy from looking at the harbor, the crowd and the                 
great height of the statue saying, “Look at that inscription. Read it. (Hear) ‘Give me your tired,                 
your poor, your huddled masses yearning to be free’.” He is calling his boy to realization. There                 
is a halt in activity, a recognition of a greater truth that leads to a higher understand of the                   
question, “Am I my brother’s keeper?” and “Who is my neighbor?” Here, the father is hoping                
that a new segment of thought is created in the boy, maybe one that never actualized before. 



 

 
So we see that hearing wisdom is not a matter of education but realization and action.                

Grace, as we learned, being the divine assistance, moves on us as we audibly hear and gives to us                   
the ability or disposition to turn to this teaching. Grace enlightens us, or we could say, awakens                 
us from the worldview we may have had prior to the revelation of knowledge. Then it gives to us                   
the understanding of the truth we’ve heard. Understanding moves beyond knowledge because it             
applies the fact to the actual. It assembles the cabinet that was once packed flatly in long                 
rectangular boxes full of screws and instructions. Now the cabinet is practical and useful. We               
no longer imagine it in our room, but we see it. The cabinet is manifested and now practically                  
can hold our shirts and participate with us in the daily routine. Understanding moves us from                
the knowledge of the wrong that is envy to the realization that our neighbor has been blessed by                  
God in similar yet different ways than we have. That we can rejoice with him; celebrate even that                  
something good has come into his life. That good things are just that; good things. And good                 
things are worthy of praise even if they are not my good things. They are evidence of our Father. 

 
When grace enlightens us, it usually enlightens us toward something that needs            

resolution. There is some call to action. That action may not even be outward, but an inward call                  
to remove a pride or a lens through which we see ourselves or our neighbors. It may call us to                    
greater charity or hope. It may require us to reject a prejudice or shun a bitterness we’ve clung                  
to. The grace that enlightens is the same grace that brings us to faith. We do not intellectually                  
concur with divine revelation. Grace, although we theologically do not have a full explanation of               
it, disposes us to agree and empowers us to freely and deliberately take a step forward into                 
cooperation with the precept we’ve now assimilated into our minds. 

 
Our faith then, is in totality, all the moving that grace does in us toward the truth, and it                   

comes by truly hearing the word of God 

Faith 

Faith is the response to the revelation of God that submits the full self, intellect and action, to 
the will of God in belief, obedience, allegiance and hope. 
 

It is unclear to me why exactly faith, or defining faith, to be specific, is such a difficult                  
task with a myriad of explanations at an equal number of sources. Maybe the great rift in the                  
Catholic and Protestant denominations has caused a closely guarded protection of the word by              
either side so as to also protect the sects’ understanding of salvation. Maybe faith, like grace, is                 
an invisible and intangible truth and is therefore difficult to pinpoint. Maybe, and I think more                
likely, we read from the word a different context than the story of scripture asks us to. 
 

Faith, as it has evolved in our culture to mean, is often elementally thought of as “belief                 
in” something. Possibly we could describe our western understanding of faith as to believe              
“that” as opposed to having a faith “in”. We believe that Jesus is crucified and risen, that he was                   
born of a virgin, that will come again to judge the living and the death. The church believes that                   



 

God will forgive them of their sins if they believe in Jesus. This belief is often constructed in such                   
a way that our presentation of it to the world says that we are convinced of the veracity of the                    
claim. Do you believe that Jesus existed? Yes. Do you believe that he was crucified and                
resurrected? Yes. And so on, and so on.  
 

We’ll hear many calls to faith: Have faith, you’ve got to believe, just keep believing, I                
can’t explain it but I believe, I can’t see it but I have faith. 
 

The fulcrum of Christianity that moved people from paganism in the first century to the               
church was not a litany of truth claims that, if the disciple believed as nice and accurate, would                  
mean salvation. As evidence, does dying for one’s faith make much sense if it’s dying for a thing                  
you believe as accurate? Not likely. Many who died for their faith, died because the faith made                 
an impact in the world around them. And again, does “keep the faith” make much sense as a call                   
to perseverance if we are really just asking people “keep believing something”? No, in fact,               
keeping the faith is a sticktoitiveness that implies to action in a fallen world. 
 
Hebrews 11:1 - Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not                 
seen. 
 

Faith, like hearing before it, is a compound tenet. It is not singularly believing, but it is                 
our full allegiance to the truth. Faith contains belief, but is not belief. Faith is evidence and                 
substance. There are things we have not and cannot see, and there are things that are not yet                  
manifested, like the return of Christ, the resurrection of the dead, and the full Kingdom of God                 
over the kingdoms of this earth. For all that, we have faith. Our allegiance is to the story                  
revealed to us by God in Christ. We are committed to that truth, and that commitment is our                  
faith. 
 

So then, I propose that faith is, by grace, our response to God that places our whole                 
selves under his rule and pledges allegiance to the divine will. Faith is how we operate in our                  
mind and in our actions. That faith has four parts to it: 

● Belief 
● Trust 
● Repentance 
● Obedience 

 
Before we further break down these four topics, we will stray over to the aforementioned               

schism where there appears to be a battle between faith and works. I do not believe that the                  
scriptures have any such tension. Two schools of thought are at battle here. The one states that                 
we are clearly saved by the work of God through faith and not the work of man. The other states                    
that the work of man is necessity in our salvation along with our faith. The second side is                  
considered to believe in faith plus works, while the first is often heralded by the latin cry of the                   
Reformation, “Sola Fide”, by faith alone. Let me attempt, not to choose a side here, but to                 
change the glasses through which I am looking at the issue altogether. 



 

 
First, I will clearly and plainly state that the scriptures are exhaustive in their declaration               

that “salvation is of the Lord”. Eternal life is not gained on the efforts of man to achieve a level                    
of intellectual and spiritual superiority akin to that of the Scientologists. Union with God is not                
attained by the capability of man to reach understanding as a peer of God, slowly becoming like                 
him. 
 

At the same time let me state that no one in the bible thought they could “get to heaven”                   
by “being good”. When the scriptures refer to works not leading to salvation, they are talking                
more about what I previously explained and not some hypothetical throne room legal hearing              
where a man says, “I was good enough to get into heaven so let me in,” to which God replies,                    
“No, you can’t work your way to heaven.” There is a misunderstanding of the faith/works               
argument that I hope to clear up here. 
 

When certain denominations say that our works are part of our salvation, they are saying               
that works are part of our faith. Because faith is not defined as believing only, they understand                 
faith to be an umbrella. It is that understanding of faith that I intend to discuss here. The battle                   
revolves many times around the understanding of the following verse. 
 
Ephesians 2:8 - For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your own                  
doing; it is the gift of God, 
 

It is possible to read this verse as such: You are saved through faith - NOT works.                 
Salvation is a gift. You can’t earn it. 
 

It is also possible to read this verse: You are saved by grace - NOT through your own                  
efforts. Grace is a gift. Salvation is a gift. Your active faith within that grace is the vehicle of your                    
salvation. 
 

The antecedent of the gift is grace, not faith. The battle, if you will, in this passage is                  
grace versus your own efforts. It is not faith versus your own efforts. We are being told that the                   
divine assistance of God, his grace, is what illuminates, brings to understanding, disposes and              
empowers to live by faith for salvation -- and not our own inward journey toward knowledge and                 
understanding. Salvation is not achieved through auditing, nirvana, self-flagellation or any           
other effort we make toward becoming divine, immortal. 
 

There can be no true battle between faith and works because faith contains in it our                
works. James was clear when he said, “Faith without works is dead”. And again he says, “Even                 
so, faith if is has not works, is dead, being alone.” Now semantics come into play here, as the                    
faith alone crowd desires to back up the claim that there is no salvation in a “faith plus”                  
mentality. While I’ll go to the gallows with them believing that salvation is by grace alone,                
James says here that the mere declaration of faith alone is dead. Faith alone isn’t a concept in                  
the bible. Grace alone is. Faith alone is akin to saying, “You pay your bills (salvation) by cash                  



 

alone (grace) through paying alone (faith).” Well, obviously! Your bill is paid when you pay, but                
payment can contain paying online or in installments, in cash or credit. You wouldn’t say “we                
don’t believe in payment plus online bill pay”, or even “we don’t believe in payment plus cash.”                 
No, that’s silly because the online payment or the cash/credit is part of the payment process. 
 

In summary, doing the work of faith is faith. It is not addition to faith, and it is not                   
stepping outside the grace of God. 
 

So then, what does this full allegiance of mind and deed to God’s will look like? I’ve                 
summed it up here as being: 

● Belief 
● Trust 
● Repentance 
● Obedience 

Belief 

Now that we have discussed what believe is not, let's move on to what role and context                 
the idea of believing has in scripture. Possibly the best passage describing the totality of faith,                
The Letter to the Hebrews breaks it down for us. 
 
6 And without faith it is impossible to please him, for whoever would draw near to God                 
must believe that he exists and that he rewards those who seek him. 
 

Lesson one: Faith pleases God. Faith then, being the object of our religious movement              
toward a deity, is not only something we have emotionally, but also something that describes               
fully our relation to him. This is why so often we hear in scripture to love God with body, mind,                    
spirit, heart, soul, strength. So also, faith has that same command. The action of faith pleases                
him. 
 

The verse goes on to define the faith that it mentions. The writers says that faith that                 
pleases God, is one that draws near to him. Again we see the action of faith and not the mentality                    
of faith. Now whoever would draw near to him must realize three things. First, there is the                 
necessity to believe in his existence. Second, faith includes seeking him. Third, God responds to               
belief and action with action of his own. 
 

We must believe that he exists. This goes much further than deism, the belief in the                
existence of God. This belief references him specifically. He, Jehovah God, as introduced to              
Moses and Abraham, exists. At the time of the Old Testament writers, pagan gods and               
polytheism was the common belief. As a matter of fact, there is no time in scriptural history that                  
atheism was common to any different school of thought. We very well know that both the                
Greeks and the Romans of New Testament era writings involved themselves in belief in the gods.                
Paul spoke publicly in the midst of a hall of monuments to such gods. It's important to note that                   



 

our preoccupation today with defending our faith by trying to give evidence of the existence of                
God was not an effort we see much of in scripture. In our progressed society, logical thinking                 
has erred by assuming that science replaces the need for God when, in fact, philosophical               
perspectives on the why's and what for's of the existence of humanity or matter have little to no                  
impact on scientific study or advancement. Do not be deceived by those that are opposed to the                 
faith when they question anything from animal sacrifices to unscientific rituals that are no              
longer needed. God did not invent man's ignorance, but spoke to man during his ignorance.               
Christians do not believe in modern sacrifices any more than your rank and file atheist, and we                 
should not be concerned with defending the actions of man 3,000 years ago any more than we'd                 
expect an atheist to explain why men of science used to think bleeding out a patient was good for                   
him. We progress and move forward. God speaks to men progressively. 
 

Getting back on topic, the call here is to believe fully in the credibility, authority, law, will                 
and actions of God as given to us by Jesus Christ, validated by his resurrection from the dead.                  
(We will not defend or analyze the resurrection here for space and time concerns, but many have                 
done so very thoroughly).  We believe that he is.  The Apostle's Creed spells this out well for us. 
 
I believe in God, the Father almighty, 
creator of heaven and earth. 
 
I believe in Jesus Christ, God's only Son, our Lord, 
who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, 
born of the Virgin Mary, 
suffered under Pontius Pilate, 
was crucified, died, and was buried; 
he descended to the dead. 
On the third day he rose again; 
he ascended into heaven, 
he is seated at the right hand of the Father, 
and he will come to judge the living and the dead. 
 

I do not simply believe in the veracity of these statements, but in the reality of their                 
relation to my responsibility to their veracity. Let's explain more deeply. To believe is to accept                
something as true in such a way that it shapes our reality, existence and direction in life. For                  
example, one might ask, do you believe all the things that Jesus said? The answer will come back                  
from the Christian, why, of course. Then the question again, Then would you explain to me how                 
the practice of prayer, community, discipleship, charity have been incorporated into your life?             
The second answer comes back, well, I don't really like organized church, money is tight right                
now, I don't really like to read and there isn't much time for prayer in my schedule. 
 

It is clear than that there is something about the revelation of God that you continue to                 
be ignorant about or are choosing not to believe. Because if a King had declared his imminent                 
return, as Christ did, with varying parables about vessels being filled with oil and assets being                



 

invested in the work of the kingdom to be weighed and measured, and we chose not to respond                  
with action to those things, we are saying to the writer of Hebrews, I do not believe that who you                    
say he is happens to be who he truly is. 
 

Therefore, the belief portion of our faith is not intellectual agreement to a litany of facts.                
It is accepting those facts in such a way that we move according to those beliefs. We hold our                   
breath under water, not because mentally we believe breathing water will kills us, but because               
that understanding has shaped the way we experience water. 

Trust 

We said first “believe that he is”, but now we move on to say “we believe that he will”. 
With trust we understand two concepts in one; hope and reliance.  Hope looks forward and 
reliance holds firmly, or fast as we read in scripture.  

 
Hope is not, in the biblical sense, at all similar to our common usage in the western                 

world. We often refer to hope in the sense of the possible. We hope for the best. We hope that                    
we get the job we applied for. We hope that you have a good day. Also, we use hope as a feeling                      
of resilience. It’s the idea that no matter what is happening, there’s always a little life left in us.                   
There’s a little fight still in us. Nothing is over until it’s over. Hope has become both a wish for                    
the possible and second wind for our struggles. 

 
The scriptures mean neither of these when discussing hope. Hope, to the New             

Testament writers, was the concrete yet still unseen guarantee of a future event. They saw our                
hope as the manifestation of a promise. It was the sure ending of a prophetic revelation. Rather                 
than saying that in the midst of a tornadic storm that we hope no funnel will result and touch                   
down, the scriptural meaning would be more accurately that while we are thirsty, we understand               
that our hope is in the water sitting in the glass in front of us. One is akin to a wish. The other is                        
sure. Hope is not the possibility of our well being but the well being itself. Our hope is not that                    
someday we will be with Christ. Being with Christ is our hope. It’s our guarantee, and to hope                  
in something is fully trust in it.  

 
Once again, our actions define the level of our personal hope in Christ. One who has no                 

hope, other than a wish or a desire, for something carries with them no confidence or peace in                  
this world. We find that person often angry at political leanings or fearful of the current world                 
condition. Those who have no hope in Christ, have no Christ. Wherever Christ has promised               
something, he gives hope because his promise is concrete and sure. To truly believe that he will,                 
we begin to have our emotions and our outward actions in this world changed in view of the                  
hope we have in our line of sight. In our sanctification, this looks like a transforming of the mind                   
to view the world in light of Christ’s coming, our resurrection and the rebirth of the creation. 

 
Reliance on the other hand, is a steadfast walking in the words of Christ in current                

conditions. How many hundreds of times have we heard the declaration “Christ is all I need”?                



 

Now, factually for redemption, that is accurate. There is nothing beyond the work of Christ, as                
we described earlier, that is necessary for salvation. We don’t forget, though, all the things we                
are progressively learning about that fall inside the plan known as redemption. Possibly, until              
now, it never occurred to the reader that all these actions of God and men were considered part                  
of what “Christ did” for us. But the claim that Christ is all we need doesn’t refer idealistically to                   
salvation alone. When we say rely, we are calling each other to trust in each individual element                 
of the work and words of Christ to be what it is he revealed them to be. 

 
For example, to trust in Christ means to rely on the truth that if I do not forgive others,                   

my Father will not forgive me. To trust in Christ means that I trust in the benefit and rightness                   
of giving a glass of water to the least of these. To trust in Christ mean that I trust in the necessity                      
of being a member of the church body because he called me to it. To trust in Christ means that I                     
rely on his Holy Spirit to teach me the word because he declared I would need him. To trust in                    
Christ means that I rely on his consolation when persecuted because he said I would be blessed,                 
or happy. To trust in Christ means that I hold firmly to the idea that fasting, alms and prayer                   
will be necessary to my spiritual and human development because he told us to do that when he                  
was gone. 

 
I desire, (note the difficulty with which I force myself to not use the word “hopefully” out                 

of context), that the reader can clearly see what it means to hope in Christ and to trust in Christ.                    
Like all the other concepts of salvation, are we understanding and realizing where we once               
didn’t, how clearly our cooperation is necessary in our spiritual formation? As with our other               
puzzle pieces in the plan of redemption, trust, made up of hope and reliance, has fruit. It isn’t an                   
emotional state or a past event. The grace of God is saving us by causing us to hear his word and                     
have faith in him by way of belief and trust. 

Repentance 

Repentance is the willful turning away from the mind that once enslaved us to the fallacy                
of living out of harmony with the divine law. People have a problem with repentance when they                 
take it out of it’s context. Anything taken to an extreme without using it’s original intent gets                 
tainted and can be refuted or thrown away. To those that struggle with any kind of work, or as                   
they’d call it, works-based salvation, let me say this definitively. Salvation is not possible without               
repentance. Saying that repentance is necessary to salvation is understating the truth. As we can               
see in our diagram, salvation is, in part, the repentance that we experience in moving with Christ                 
away from our sin toward truth, kingdom living and eternal life. 
 

The argument levied against repentance is the logical fallacy that says, if turning away              
from sin is necessary for salvation, “how much is necessary? Do I have to eliminate all my sin                  
before I’m saved? At which point have I repented enough?” This is an exhaustive method of                
proving an inability to read scripture. In fact, the Christian mind is one that lives repentant. It                 
exists in a state of repentance or openness to the hearing of the will of God. It hears and realizes                    
the error and turns from it.  



 

 
Repentance is the turning that is desired in the call to hear. Hearing is complete once                

repentance has occurred. But it is not only an activity of turning. It is a mindset or a state of                    
existence. We are to exist in a state of turning; a position of willingness to hear and adjust where                   
adjustment is necessary. Sanctification is a much more difficult process when we first haven’t              
given ourselves a starting point of humility. Most people want to improve, but improvement              
isn’t by default a function of the positive. Improvement comes when one is willing to admit                
there are yet unknown negatives. Strength training may result in an increased number of              
repetitions or maximum weight, something considered a positive, however the negatives are the             
method to the positive growth. In weight lifting this is actually often called a negative, the                
opposite movement from the one you would naturally assume builds a muscle. It is the point of                 
failure that causes a muscle to reach a point in which it is ready to grow larger. The strain on the                     
muscle, the microscopic tearing that occurs - in essence, doing what the muscle cannot or is not                 
at its current capacity to do - initiates the growth and strengthening of the muscle. 
 

We can’t stress enough this point, there is nothing wrong with needing to be fixed.               
Christianity is not about all that we conquered. Rather, it’s about what we know needs to be                 
conquered. Churches and communities of small groups or classes ought to have an openness, a               
vulnerableness that welcomes confession and repentance. Finding the weak muscle, feeling the            
burn of the last rep, experiencing the pump after a strenuous workout is the joy in the workout.                  
These experiences inform us that we have, at the very least until we heal, begun getting bigger                 
and stronger. This is no different in repentance. We ought to be suspicious of a group of                 
Christians that never come to each other in repentance. We ought to question the growth of a                 
group that doesn’t experience any growth. In the same way, we would question a workout that                
never broke a sweat, caused some soreness or needed a massage. The church must foster an                
atmosphere that attracts finding our weak spots. We should be looking for the areas we fail to                 
believe the divine revelation. There should be a search for the places that fall short of true                 
humanity and dignity. 
 

The cycle of repentance looks much like this: 
● Uncovering 
● Confessing 
● Repenting 
● Manifesting fruit that matches repentance 
● Receiving the testimony of others as confirmation 

 
Missing any one of these steps could be evidence that we truly haven’t come to fully                

recognize where our disharmony with the will of God, our view of the dignity of our fellow man                  
or our understanding of our existence in this world. 
 

And what would some of the results of repentance looks like? As with lifting weights,               
we’d expect that a heavy lift would eventually wear down our strength, but over time, we’d also                 
expect that that particular weight would create less and less resistance as we became              



 

accustomed to it. So too, we would expect that our sinful tendencies and individual lusts would                
have shorter and shorter life spans. Maybe you’ve been a Christian for 5 years before               
realizing (or maybe confronting) a problem you have with envy. Maybe after a long war and                
reeducation, you find yourself failing in that area again. We could expect that this wouldn’t be                
another 5 year ignorance. The cycle of repentance would be much quicker being that it is so                 
much easier to experience that uncovering stage. 
 

We’d also expect more and more isolated events rather than continuous long lasting             
states of being. We’d find specific events that trigger the old man again, but we would hope that                  
less and less would exist the condition of being envious, for example. Because we are familiar                
with our sin, how we sin should also become more obvious to us, and our false thinking would                  
be increasingly easy to identify as part of our sanctification. Finally, because we’ve broken              
the ice of admitting our sin, when we do see it again, we will have a greater openness to                   
correction. 

 
All these things should draw us to a desire for growth as opposed to a state of posturing                  

where we gather together as the body in an attempt to keep up appearances with a facade of                  
godliness and maturity. 
 

Obedience 

Romans 1:6 - Jesus Christ our Lord, through whom we have received grace and              
apostleship to bring about the obedience of faith for the sake of his name among all the                 
nations…” 
 

Upon first review, obedience seems most likely to fall into the category of visible works               
that a Christian should be doing, but it’s not my hope to give a traditional understanding of the                  
command to obey. Generally, we’d agree that obedience is a response to a direct order, and                
while that is part of the heart of Jesus’ words, “If you love me, keep my commandments”, I also                   
want us to look more specifically at obedience to the word of God as a whole. 
 

Let me illustrate first, and expound afterward. Recall, if you will, a stormy spring              
afternoon wherein weather experts have taken to the television with warnings. As the day wanes               
and the evening rushes in, the storms have evolved so greatly that a tornado watch, and possibly                 
even warning, has been issued. Throughout the region of the warning people find themselves in               
different scenarios. Some are inside, and some are in cars. Some are working outdoors, and               
some are on public transportation. To the individual scenarios we add plans of said people.               
Some are planning on staying in for the night. Some have an errand to run. Some are driving                  
home from work. Although the weathermen will make some recommendations (stay inside, find             
shelter), the warning itself is a state in which the people ought to obey its existence. Each person                  
finds themselves in a different scenario and different schedule of events, but each person can               
obey the warning. They can take appropriate measures to be faithful to the message that’s been                



 

presented to them. We won’t specifically say that “staying out of a car” is a direct command.                 
That may not apply to me, a person who planned on staying inside all night, but I might need to                    
be thoughtful of my condition and consider what things I ought to alter and act on in this time of                    
warning. 
 

So too, in Christianity, we ought to take a look at what it means to obey. The Christian                  
ought to consider both the words of Christ and His very existence. There are many direct words                 
of Christ; direct commands. We ought to be faithful to those. Be careful not to get swept away in                   
the label of Christianity without the deeds of Christianity. I fear that when we are asked how it                  
is that we obey Christ, we run the risk that we really have too much to offer as evidence. Why is                     
this? 
 

Christ spoke very generally at times. He blanketed our lives, not with specifics, but with               
transcending truths. The weather viewer who happened to be indoors at night might be shocked               
to find out that they hadn’t obeyed the tornado warning. When asked, “what did you do?” They                 
might reply, “I didn’t go in my car.” But did they think of their full responsibility in the warning?                   
Did they check on their elderly neighbors? Did they have a supply of candles? Did they check for                  
extra batteries and flashlights? You can see how obedience here is defined as obedience to the                
whole or to the conditions at hand. So when Christ says, “Great love has no man than this, that a                    
man lay down his life for his friends,” do we understand what it means to obey that truth? When                   
Christ says, “When you fast, when you pray, when you give alms…” do we obey that truth?                 
Instead I often see criticism of another person’s view of a subject. Instead of fasting, we’ll                
criticize a person’s practice of lent as legalistic or tradition oriented. Instead of giving alms, we’ll                
occasionally make drops in the offering plate. Instead of prayer, we make excuses. 
 

Instead of creating in our tradition a list of things we consider obedience, we ought to be                 
hearing Christ’s words and letting them dent and damage our ego until we can humbly admit,                
“here I have failed, here I have obeyed.” The defensive Christian looks to prove where he is                 
obedient. The humble Christian wants only to obey. 
 

Remember that a facade is nothing more than just that. It is a fake and false. A faux                  
image is no image at all. A false advertisement of our faith just proves that we don’t really desire                   
to fully live our faith, to fully grow in our faith and to fully serve our Lord. Let us not defensive                     
prove our obedience. Let us rather come before the word of God and ask that God reveal to us                   
where it is that we truly do not obey. 
 

When we hear, “Love your enemies,” we ought think of it less like the “Don’t get into                 
cars” command. We ought to think of it as the tornado warning again. Let me not declare that                  
I’ve kept the command, but let me search out my own condition to determine where it is that I                   
need to obey that command. I may remember the car, but did I remember the rule about the                  
windows? What about staying in the North West corner of the house? What about those               
batteries. So too with all of Christ’s words, we ought to pour them out into our rocky hearts and                   



 

let the sand fill the cracks where they are rather than pouring out the sand and lining our stones                   
neatly across the top as evidence of our cooperation with the word. 
 

Rethink what it means to truly obey. How can you obey, “Surely, I come quickly”? How                
can the church obey, “Forgive seventy-times seven”? How can we obey, “Ask anything in my               
name”? How can we obey, “I am Alpha and Omega”? We must look at our own lives and                  
conditions to be able to determine the where and the how that Christ’s word apply to each area                  
of our lives. Always remember, for every demand he gives us in sanctification, he infinitely               
condescends to give grace for the smallest yes to help us begin. 

Justification 

(Insert proper definition here) 
 
Justification above any other subject we've discussed has an exhaustive compendium of writings 
behind it. Tens of thousands of pages have been written  and continue to be written, and so we 
will not attempt to do more than capture it's essence in order to better our sanctification. 
 
In its most simple reduction, justification is the declaration of God that the one who is unholy is 
now made righteous, by grace and through faith. That person is considered ( and/or made, 
depending on your view) righteous. When faith in Christ comes by assistance of the grace of 
God, it is, because of Christ's redemption, enough for God to justly make a judicial decree of our 
holiness.  
 
When God justifies us, two things occur. One, were are forgiven. Two, we are made holy. We will 
address both of these presently, but first we will expound more on this justification. 
 
There are two schools of thought concentrating what happens at justification. Generally, this is a 
point of separation for Catholics and Protestants. So that an uninitiated believer does not lean 
on the bias they may have, I will not reveal who believes what. 
 
The first school teaches that justification is primarily the declaration of one’s holiness. Upon 
believing in Christ, one is given, or imputed with, the righteousness of Christ.  We have no 
holiness on our own accord, nor can we merit the status of being called holy. What we do have is 
the clothing of Christ’s righteousness given to our account.  He is holy and be causes we are in 
him, we are considered holy.  Remember that righteousness is “rightness”.  It is, in its most 
singular meaning, balance.  There is nothing out of sorts, nothing out of balance in us.  We are 
not guilty or warped or wrongly minded.  Holiness is, in its most singular meaning, other.  It is 
being set apart from that which is warped and out of sorts.  It is the natural state of being 
wherein we are like God and unlike that which rebels against God.  To understand them both 
better we can say a righteous person is holy and does righteous acts. 
 



 

The second school teaches that justification is not only the declaration of one’s holiness in the 
eyes of God, but also the formation of holiness within the believer so that they too, through the 
merit and grace of Christ, become holy.  When we enter into the presence of God and the 
judgment of Christ, he gets the credit for offering his grace to us, for forgiving us and for making 
us holy, but the holiness that we stand with in his presence is actually our holiness.  We have 
become like our savior and God.  As he is, so are we.  The process of our lives is not simply the 
practice of obedience to God, but it is the transformation from a mind and deeds of profanity to 
a mind and deeds of holiness.  Our hearts and minds and wills become holy. 
 
Now whichever you adhere to, you can see the common thread of both.  Neither are attempts to 
explain the process by which we get into heaven or a blessed afterlife.  Both are, however, 
explanations for the the growth in holiness.  Holiness and the formation thereof is the common 
ground.  Regardless of our specific theology, we can do more with our beliefs than argue. We can 
strive together for holiness. 

Forgiveness 

It is easy to turn forgiveness into a purely emotional and arbitrary tenet of our faith. Emotional 
because we can attempt to draw closer to God by coaxing ourselves into a feeling of love and 
thankfulness over the cost of our forgiveness.  Arbitrary because if we don't understand its 
purposes, we can call our brothers and sisters to do the act because we know it to be what a 
“good Christian” does. 
 
So when we discuss forgiveness, we need to understand it rightly. This is necessary because if it 
is arbitrary, our minds will not understand it, therefore our actions will not display it.  If it is 
emotional, we will struggle to perform it at times we do not feel it. Most importantly, if it is 
either of these, we will have difficulty experiencing it in Christ. 
 
Forgiveness has multiple roles in our salvation.  Firstly, forgiveness forgives something.  It 
forgives the fallen mind, the sin, the rebellion that stains and separates us from God. Sin, as we 
said before, is far more than religious litanies of naughtiness. Sin is destructive to the soul, 
mind, community and eventually body. Sin is the collapsing in on one’s self, while love is the 
pouring out of ones self.  Therefore, God does not forgive because he is angry with us, but 
because he loves us and desires to restore us to our former glory. 
 
Forgiveness is not the end, but the beginning. It pardons with the hope that one will then go on 
to be transformed out of the state in which we acted destructively. God forgives so that He can 
rebuild. He forgives endlessly because he desires endlessly to restore us to Himself and to each 
other.  Never assume God tires of forgiving. He has endless mercy and endless love.  He does not 
desire revenge or recompense but restoration. 
 
Now Christ forgives us that he might make us holy. That process of becoming holy is what we 
call our sanctification. 



 

Sanctification 

So not to belabor our study, we will describe this briefly. Sanctification is in totality all that we 
have been discussing. It is what Christ is doing in the world. It is his moving of us from the fallen 
mind to the kingdom mind, from the separation of man from God to the Union of man in Christ 
and the Spirit and the Father, from self concern to neighbor concern, from vice to virtue. 
 
Setting us apart in holiness, Christ is restoring the world and making all things new by moving 
us from sin to sanctity.  And in doing such, he gives to us Eternal Life. 

Eternal Life 

Eternal Life is the experiential knowledge of God our Father and Jesus Christ through the 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit into our hearts that draws heaven and earth together within us. 
It has no end and limitless access to the person, character and fruit of the presence of God. 
 
When Christ prayed before his death, he revealed to us that eternal life is not an afterlife or a 
destination. Rather, it is the present intimate knowledge of God and union with him.  Christ 
invites us to live his life. This is not living a life like Christ, but actually living his life. We become 
so unified with him we share a life and become inseparable. He may pour into us and allow us to 
experience 

Beatific Vision 

Glorification 

 
 


